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New stoves with innovative design  

The Contura 35 family are stylish friends 
An elegant friendship – on firm ground. Contura has two new stove models in the 35 family; 
Contura 35 white and Contura 35 low. With innovative Swedish design framed by stylish 
steel, a glass or cast iron door and glass top, the new stoves fit into many different 
environments. At the same time, the Swedish engineering guarantees good heating economy 
and CO2-neutral fires. 

The new Contura 35 white and Contura 35 low stoves are siblings to Contura 35T, which was 
awarded the prestigious Red Dot Design Award for exceptional and innovative design in competition 
with 4252 products from 52 countries. The new models also feature novel thinking and are available 
in a range of variants, completely to style and taste. 

Contura 35 white and Contura 35 low are two models with many faces, the latter is a lower version. 
Glossy white steel, sober black steel or natural soapstone –  you choose. Then add a cast-iron door, 
or perhaps a glass front and you have designed your own stove. Contura 35 white also has the option 
of a generous powerstone heat tank, which gives off comfortable heat for up to seven hours after the 
embers have died. 

”Our new models represent a new generation of stoves that take a significant position in the interior 
design of modern homes. In addition to the high quality of every detail and good heating economy 
the new members of the Contura 35 family have an obvious place in the room,” says Phil Wood, UK 
Sales Director for Contura. 

The Contura 35 family is Swan labelled, which allows CO2 neutral fire lighting if lit correctly. Both 
models come with a range of choices for shape, materials and accessories. The Clean Burning System 
keeps the glass clean and soot free. They are also CE labelled according to the EU’s safety and 
environmental requirements.  

Contura 35 white is priced (SRP inc VAT) from £2440, Contura 35 low from £2190 and with 
soapstone from £2490.  

For high resolution images and further information, read more at 
www.conturanewsroom.com 

For more information, please contact: 
Phil Wood, UK Sales Director for Contura, contact number 07976 811041 
phil.wood@contura.eu 

 
 
Contura is the leading manufacturer of stove products on the Swedish market and one of the leading manufacturers in 
Europe. Contura is part of Nibe Stoves which is a business area of the stock exchange listed Nibe group, which has 8,000 
employees and a turnover of approximately 10 billion SEK. 
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